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Radon Tells Unexpected Tales of Mount Etna’s Unrest

Readings from a sensor for the radioactive gas near summit craters of the

Italian volcano reveal signatures of such processes as seismic rock

fracturing and sloshing of groundwater and other fluids.

Mount Etna in Sicily, Italy, spews lava from a Strombolian and effusive eruption on 24 April 2012.

The church Santa Maria della Provvidenza stands in the foreground in the town of Zafferana Etnea on

the mountain’s eastern flank. New research from a team studying the volcano finds that variations in

its radon emissions provide insights into volcanic and tectonic influences inside the mountain and,

for some seismic activity, up to tens of kilometers away. Credit: Marco Neri
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Some researchers view radon emissions as a precursor to earthquakes, especially those of high

magnitude [e.g., Wang et al., 2014; Lombardi and Voltattorni, 2010], but the debate in the scientific
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community about the applicability of the gas to surveillance systems remains open. Yet radon “works”

at Italy’s Mount Etna, one of the world’s most active volcanoes, although not specifically as a

precursor to earthquakes. In a broader sense, this naturally radioactive gas from the decay of

uranium in the soil, which has been analyzed at Etna in the past few years, acts as a tracer of eruptive

activity and also, in some cases, of seismic-tectonic phenomena.

To deepen the understanding of tectonic and eruptive phenomena at Etna (https://eos.org/research-

spotlights/an-improved-model-of-how-magma-moves-through-the-crust), scientists analyzed radon escaping from

the ground and compared those data with measurements gathered continuously by instrumental

networks on the volcano (Figure 1). Here Etna is a boon to scientists—it’s traced by roads, making it

easy to access for scientific observation (https://eos.org/project-updates/working-together-toward-better-volcanic-

forecasting).

Fig. 1. Panoramic view of the volcano as it appeared during 2008 and 2009.

Dense monitoring networks, managed by the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Catania-

Osservatorio Etneo (INGV-OE), have been continuously observing the volcano for more than 40

years. This continuous dense monitoring made the volcano the perfect open-air laboratory for

deciphering how eruptive activity may influence radon emissions.

Tower of the Philosopher
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Volcanologist Marco Neri during the

winter of 2008–2009 downloads data

onto a laptop from the ERN1 radon sensor

at the site (later buried in lava) known as

the Tower of the Philosopher. Behind him,

less than 1 kilometer away, ash billows

from the summit craters of the volcano.

Credit: Marco Neri

In a recently published study [Falsaperla et al., 2017], we analyzed a period of dynamic and variable

volcanic activity of Etna between January 2008 and July 2009. In those 19 months, the volcano

produced seismic swarms, surface ground fractures, a vigorous lava fountain, and an eruption lasting

419 days.

In short, the volcano delivered enough diverse behaviors to test whether radon detected by a station

located near the top of Etna, at an altitude of about 3,000 meters, showed any patterns that matched
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eruptive behavior recorded by the networks. The station is at a place formerly known as the Torre del

Filosofo (Tower of the Philosopher), which in 2013 became buried below meters of lava flows that

completely changed the location’s appearance.

The network’s data are plentiful and are related to physical occurrences, such as the vibrations

produced by magma movements in the feed conduits, or so-called volcanic tremor

(https://eos.org/articles/fingerprinting-volcanic-tremors-may-help-forecast-eruptions), as well as the tremor source’s

localization within the volcano; isolated seismic events or swarms; and ground fractures

accompanying the opening of eruptive fissures and associated explosive and effusive events. We

conducted an analysis of this enormous amount of data through a statistical-mathematical approach

that revealed possible correlations and, in many cases, obvious synchronicities with radon emissions.

What Did We Discover?
Our study revealed that essentially two processes influenced radon levels at the monitoring station.

The first, easily imaginable given the location of the measuring probe less than a kilometer from the

summit craters of Etna, is linked to the rise of magma in the volcano’s central conduit. Short, intense

radon bursts, which researchers refer to as gas pulses, occur when a carrier gas that conveys the

radon to the surface also bursts from the volcano (Figure 2). In the area in question, this carrier

consists mainly of water vapor (https://eos.org/research-spotlights/can-water-vapor-help-forecast-when-a-volcano-

will-blow) that feeds the local fumarolic activity.

Fig. 2. Volcanic processes may have influenced the flux of radon recorded by the ERN1 probe during

Mount Etna’s 2008–2009 flank eruption. Variations in magmatic activity could have caused gas

pulses near the feeding dike, as well as the rapid increase in radon values recorded by the ERN1

station probe. Conceptual model by the authors (2017).
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The second process is rock fracturing from an earthquake or seismic swarm. Radon rising from rock

fractures is a well-known, recurrent phenomenon caused by greater permeability of the ground

following earthquake-induced breakage of rock.

Action at a Distance
We have discovered that the radon probe of the Torre del Filosofo was sensitive even to relatively

small earthquakes taking place several kilometers away.

We have also discovered that the radon probe of the Torre del Filosofo was sensitive even to relatively

small earthquakes taking place several kilometers away. We noted a clear synchronism between

seismic swarms more than 10 kilometers away from the probe and significant variations of radon,

impossible to explain by the diffusion of radon gas to rocks and toward the surface. We therefore had

to find a different solution, which we identified as a sloshing phenomenon, like the lapping of waves.

Slosh dynamics describes the movement of liquids within a container [Ibrahim, 2005]. Experimental

observations prove that sloshing may occur inside the conduits of volcanoes, promoting magma

oscillations [Namiki et al., 2016].

Applied to Etna, sloshing may explain how rock shaking induced by a seismic swarm can cause

oscillatory motion in the groundwater and in the magmatic fluids contained within the volcano

(Figure 3). These oscillations can propagate quickly inside the mountain, reaching far greater

distances than had been imagined in relatively short times. Sloshing may also be favored by flank

instability affecting the eastern and southeastern sectors of the volcano, as it can produce tensile

stresses both on the summit and on the rift zones, increasing the permeability of the rocks in those

areas [Acocella et al., 2016].

Fig. 3. Along with volcanic triggers (Fig. 2), tectonic activity may have influenced the flux of radon

recorded by the ERN1 probe during Mount Etna’s 2008–2009 flank eruption. Seismicity in the rift
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zone could have caused microfracturing of the rocks, changing their porosity and permeability.

Resulting gas migration inside the highly fractured zone related to the rift may have led to

fluctuations in radon emissions recorded by the ERN1 station. Conceptual model by the authors

(2017).

The volcano is in a perpetually precarious balance and therefore easily disturbed.

In some ways, these remote influences are an unforeseen discovery that implicitly reveals that the

volcano is in a perpetually precarious balance and therefore easily disturbed. Reminiscent of a

butterfly effect, even a small phenomenon occurring, for example, on the north side of Mount Etna

can make its effects felt on the opposite side.
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